
Incell Insect

Souleye

Just drop one seed and you create a whole garden /
We're all a part inside this intergalactic vibe /

Here to socialize most of the time /
I must reside in my mind while I figure out /

A better route when I'm feeling down with doubt /
I think about the now and some how /

I always rise up never plummet /
Takes a lot of work to finally make it to the summit /

You lose some you gain some /
I mean it promise this is a tribe that we create /

Energetically meshing we are like spirals in ascension /
Who were sent from a higher realm /

If one seed can create a whole garden /
Then you and I are truly unique pieces of art /
Inside a universe that will never stop rocking /

Were all one tribe / Trying to get by through our lives /
The trials of our days passing us bye /

I blow a kiss to the wind as she's walking on through /
This is just a small picture of what beauty can do /Hey I think I knew it / Found a better way /

To be a better man channeling my energy /
Mary Jane, jeez Louise where did you go /

My great grandfather even had a tight flow /
Maybe maestro writing the poem with the same tone /
To trade those feelings for something more appealing /

Meaning take away the negative and in with the good right /
It's time to recycle what you were sent through /

It is the cause and effect / Don't look back /
They'll bite you as I journey on through these days of my life /

Remember family and friends / I hope you're doing alright /
I look forward to the day when we all re-unite /

Were all one tribe / trying to get by through our lives /
The trials of our days passing us bye /

I blow a kiss to the wind as she's walking on through /
This is just a small picture of what beauty can do /
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